Retroperitoneal robot-assisted laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy in adult patients with duplex kidneys
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Background: To report our experience with retroperitoneal robot-assisted laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy in adult patients with duplex kidneys.

Methods: We retrospectively reviewed the medical records of 7 patients who underwent retroperitoneal robot-assisted laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy at our institution between September 2014 and July 2017. Of the robot-assisted laparoscopic procedures, 5 were on the left and 2 on the right side.

Results: All patients underwent robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery successfully in a totally retroperitoneal manner without conversion to open surgery. The mean operative time was 175 mins (range 140–270). The mean estimated blood loss was 84 mL (range 20–200). The mean postoperative hospital stay was 7 days (range 5–9). No major intraoperative and postoperative complications occurred. All patients had a resolution of their presenting symptoms after surgery at a mean follow-up of 24 months (range 14–38).

Conclusion: Our initial clinical experience suggests that robot-assisted laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy using a retroperitoneal approach for a duplex kidney appears to be safe with acceptable perioperative outcomes.
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Background
A heminephrectomy of the affected moiety is the standard surgical treatment in symptomatic patients with duplex kidneys if necessary. Jordan reported the first standard laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy in a child with a duplex kidney in 1993. The majority of studies on the laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy were in childhood. To our knowledge, Patel et al described the first robot-assisted heminephrectomy in adults in 2010. Typically robot-assisted laparoscopic heminephrectomy in adults has been performed via a transperitoneal approach. We describe a novel robot-assisted laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy technique using a retroperitoneal approach that to our knowledge has not been previously described in the literature.

Methods
Patients
From September 2014 to July 2017, retroperitoneal robot-assisted laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy was performed in 2 men and 5 women who were 20–45 years old.
old (median age 24 years). The left kidney was affected in 3 patients, the right kidney was affected in 1 patient and both kidneys were affected in 3. Of the robot-assisted laparoscopic procedures, 5 patients were on the left and 2 patients on the right side. The primary indications for surgery were flank pain, recurrent urinary tract infections (UTIs), abdominal pain and recurrent UTIs. In our study, the major clinical symptoms included flank pain in 3 patients and recurrent urinary tract infection in 4. The demographics and symptoms of all 7 patients are listed in Table 1.

All patients were evaluated preoperatively using ultrasonography, computed tomography urography or magnetic resonance urography. All 7 patients had a complete, duplicated renal collecting system. The parenchyma of the upper pole was thin and demonstrated minimal function in all patients. Voiding cystourethrography confirmed no vesicoureteral reflux was present in these patients. Urine analysis and culture and renal function tests were all performed. Follow-up studies were performed with ultrasonography and IVU at 3 months postoperatively and annually thereafter. The Medical Research Ethics Board of the First Affiliated Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine, approved this retrospective study and waived patient consent for review of medical images and records, as all data were anonymized. This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Surgical technique

Under general anesthesia, the patient was placed in the flank position with the ipsilateral side up and secured to the operating table. A 4-port, finger- and balloon-dissecting extraperitoneal laparoscopic approach was used as previously described. A 2-cm transverse skin incision was first made over the iliac crest at the midaxillary line. After blunt dissection with the index finger, a balloon dilator was inserted into the retroperitoneal working space and dilated using air. Under guidance with the finger, three trocars were placed as follows: an 8 mm robotic trocar at the subcostal posterior axillary line, an 8-mm robotic trocar at the subcostal anterior axillary line and a 12-mm trocar at the level of iliac crest in the anterior axillary line. A fourth trocar was inserted into the 2-cm incision as a robotic camera port (Figure 1A and B).

After pneumoperitoneum was created with CO₂ gas, a da Vinci (Intuitive Surgical, CA) robot was then docked.

Initially, the retroperitoneal fat was freed, and the Gerota fascia was incised longitudinally. After complete dissection of the dilated upper pole ureter (Figure 2A), the ureters are followed cephalically toward the level of the renal hilum to identify the hilar anatomy. The upper pole vasculature was dissected free (Figure 2B), ligated using Hem-o-lok clips and divided. By cranial traction of the upper pole’s ureter, the renal upper pole moiety is then divided using a monopolar scissor along the demarcation line between the upper and lower pole (Figure 2C). Renorrhaphy was performed using with 2-0 V-Loc

| Table 1 Demographics and symptoms of 7 patients |
|----------------|----------------|---------|----------------|----------------|
| Patient | Age | Sex | Side | Symptoms |
| 1 | 20 | M | R | Flank pain |
| 2 | 45 | F | L | Urinary tract infection |
| 3 | 26 | F | L | Flank pain |
| 4 | 29 | F | L | Urinary tract infection |
| 5 | 24 | F | L | Urinary tract infection |
| 6 | 21 | F | L | Urinary tract infection |
| 7 | 22 | M | R | Flank pain |

Figure 1 Port placement for retroperitoneal robot-assisted laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy. (A) Trocar locations. Two 12-mm ports were placed and used as a camera port and an assistant port. Two 8-mm ports were placed for the remaining robotic arms. Open circles represent 8-mm ports, and closed circles 12-mm ports. (B) Patient positioning for left dissection.
Figure 2D. The distal upper pole ureter was mobilized at the level of the iliac vessels, ligated with Hem-o-lok clips and divided. At the end of the procedure, all tissue specimens were retrieved with an endoscopic bag and extracted from the retroperitoneal cavity through the 12-mm assistant port.

Results

All procedures were completed successfully in a totally retroperitoneal manner without conversion to open surgery. The mean operative time was (skin to skin) 175 mins (range 140–270). Dissection of the upper pole was technically difficult in one case with recurrent UTI as expected. The mean estimated blood loss was 84 mL (range 20–200), and no blood transfusion was required. Oral intake was resumed between the first and second postoperative day. The drain was removed about 3 days (range 2–4) after surgery. The mean postoperative hospital stay was 7 days (range 5–9). No major intraoperative and postoperative complications occurred. With the mean follow-up of 24 months (range 14–38), all patients had a resolution of their presenting symptoms after surgery. Postoperative imaging including IVU and renal ultrasonography in all patients demonstrated functioning lower pole moiety with an intact collecting system.

Discussion

Duplex kidney is a relatively common congenital anomaly of the genitourinary tract. The reported incidence is 0.8% and affects females more than males. Patients usually present in childhood; however, usually goes asymptomatic until adulthood. In adults, flank pain or recurrent UTI are
the most commonly associated symptoms. The recommended surgical treatment for this condition is heminephrectomy. One of the limiting factors associated with open surgery is the morbidity and the cosmesis and pain of the open flank incision, especially for adult patients. The first laparoscopic heminephrectomy in a child with a duplex kidney was described by Jordan1 in 1993. Since then, there have been few published reports of laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomies by both the retroperitoneal and transperitoneal approaches, with the majority being in the pediatric population.5,4

Compared to the conventional open surgery, laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy has reduced the morbidity of the procedure. Despite its advantages, the laparoscopic procedures present a challenge to the ergonomics of surgery. The main problem of laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy is its long and steep learning curve. The da Vinci Surgical System allows for better visualization (the three-dimensional visualization) and increased freedom of movement. However, the cost of robotic surgery is significant, with mean hospital billing amount in our series of $11,500.

In the adult literature, the available robotic treatment for duplicated collecting system to date is rare. To our knowledge, the first robot-assisted heminephrectomy in adults was described by Patel et al5 in 2010. They presented four patients with congenital renal abnormalities diagnosed in adulthood and managed using a robotic procedure. One had a duplex kidney and underwent robot-assisted heminephrectomy. The largest available robotic series to date in the adult population was published by Akca et al10 and included 5 patients. The median operative time was 240 mins (range 192–382), estimated blood loss was 150 mL (range 50–400) and the median length of stay was 3 (2–5) days. Although limited by its retrospective nature, this report demonstrated that robotic procedure can be a viable minimally invasive treatment option for patients with duplex kidney. Mason et al11 also reported their experience with four adult patients. They reported the median operative time was 310 mins (range 240–400), estimated blood loss was 310 mL (range 80–1200) and the median length of stay was 2.3 (2–3) days. Mean follow-up was 13 (range 9–19) months.

Laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy can be performed using a transperitoneal or retroperitoneal approach.12-14 The extraperitoneal approach is relatively unique in urological laparoscopic surgery. Most laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy is performed via a transperitoneal approach, because it has the advantage of a larger working space. Moreover, complete ureterectomy can be performed when needed. However, it typically involves significant bowel mobilization and manipulation. Several extraperitoneal laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy cases have been reported.15 Many scholars believed that the retroperitoneal laparoscopic procedure has superior bowel function recovery than the transperitoneal route.

Typically robot-assisted heminephrectomy in adults has been performed via a transperitoneal approach. We describe a novel robotic upper pole heminephrectomy technique using a retroperitoneal approach. Similarly, our perioperative outcomes demonstrate the effectiveness and low morbidity of the retroperitoneal robot-assisted laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy in the adult population. However, retroperitoneal robot-assisted upper pole heminephrectomy for a duplex kidney in pediatric patients has been reported. To our knowledge, we describe the first published cases of a robot-assisted laparoscopic heminephrectomy technique using a retroperitoneal approach for adult patients, and our series of 7 adult patients is the largest to date.

Conclusion

In conclusion, retroperitoneal robot-assisted laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy for a duplex kidney in adult patients appears to be safe with acceptable perioperative outcomes. However, our present study is limited by the nature of being a retrospective review and the small sample size. Further, long-term follow-up in a greater number of patients are needed for further studies to determine the role of different approaches to robot-assisted laparoscopic upper pole heminephrectomy.
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